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Are you into podcasts? Do you follow mathematical blogs? Do you know (or have
always wanted to meet) a craftsperson who makes mathematical toys and gadgets?
Have you ever thought about investigating the reasons why certain subdisciplines of
mathematics seem to be more welcoming to people from genders and (ethnic / racial
/ socioeconomic) backgrounds that are typically less well-represented in the STEM
disciplines?
We invite you to consider writing for the Journal of Humanistic Mathematics on
topics that you find fascinating that will shed light on diversely humanistic aspects
of our discipline. We fortunately receive a significant number of articles and po-
ems of high quality, and please do keep those coming. However we would also like
to encourage submissions on timely topics that require an investigative journalist’s
approach. Reports on the mathematical blogosphere, mathematical podcasts, and
underrepresentation issues, among other topics, will for instance be most welcome.
As we are non-profit in the most literal sense of the phrase, we do not offer compen-
sation for articles. (We also do not charge for publication even though “open access”
for some might have such connotations.)
We are open to working together with prospective writers on any and all aspects
of their writing, from selecting topics to selecting titles. (In fact this is true for all
types of submissions.)
If you are interested, please get in touch with us via email.
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